Alarm & Security System for Homes & Small Businesses

**AX Series** Hybrid Alarm Kit

- 1 x AX Hybrid Panel PCB
- 2 x Ellipse PIR Sensors
- 1 x LED Keypad
- 2 x Wired Magnetic Contacts

**IVaaS (Intrusion Verification as a Service)**
Supports 7-second onboard video verification

**Easy Set Up via Multiple Methods**
Easily configurable via Web, App, or iVMS software

**Instant Communication, Fast Responses**
Uploads events to the monitoring station immediately through IP or PSTN

* IP or PSTN module not included in the kit

www.hikvision.com
Application Scenario

Wired Magnetic Contact
DS-PD1-MC-WS
- Surface-mounting magnetic contact

AX Hybrid Control Panel
DS-PHA20-W2B
- Supports 4 partitions
- 4 onboard inputs, expandable to 20 zones
- Compatible with PSTN/GPRS/3/4G modules

Ellipse Long-range PIR Sensor
DS-PDP18-EG2
- Detection range: 18 m, 85.9°
- Supports built-in EOL resistors

Economical Wired Keypad
DS-PKG-H4L
- Real-time zone status display